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Key with answers

Exercise 4

Manchester City will be beaten | will beat in this match. will be beaten

Be careful or you will be biten | will be bitten by the dog. will be bitten

You will ask | will be asked someone if necessary. will ask

The programme will broadcast | will be broadcast at 10.30. will be broadcast

A new university will be founded | will be found in this town. will be founded

This picture will be hanged | will be hung on the opposite wall. will be hung

You can't get lost, you will be lead | will be led by a guide. will be led

The song will be sang | will be sung at the end of the ceremony. will be sung

Do you think Joyce will marry | will be married Charles? will marry

Due to bad weather the flight will be cancelled | will be canceled. will be cancelled

A new type of batteries will be introduced | will introduce soon. will be introduced

The prize will be split | will be splitted among four winners. will be split